10 YEAR WARRANTY

ELITE Aluminum Corporation Insulated panel products, are manufactured from the highest-grade materials by skilled craftsmen to meet the highest standards of workmanship in the industry and are warranted against crazing, cracking, chipping, peeling, blistering, or delamination for a period of 10 years from the date of purchase. Should any of the aforementioned defects occur ELITE Aluminum Corporation will replace the panel and negotiate to pay for the installation of said panel.

This warranty does not cover damage by willful abuse, normal weathering, improper installation, negligence of failure to provide normal maintenance and cleaning, damage caused by no act of nature, such as fire, lightning, windstorms, salt-spray, direct or applied in the atmosphere, or causes beyond the control of ELITE Aluminum Corporation. All panels ordered in bronze color are not covered under the ELITE warranty when bronze is used as an exterior facing.

Normal weathering and aging of existing materials will preclude a perfect color match of replacement materials. ELITE Aluminum Corporation reserves the right to discontinue and/or make changes in any of its products. In the event the product referred to in this warranty is not available, ELITE Aluminum Corporation reserves the right to substitute a product that ELITE Aluminum Corporation's discretion is of equal grade, quality, and price.

ELITE Aluminum Corporation will not be liable for any consequential damages in breach of this warranty or any implied warranty. This Instrument completely defines the warranty on ELITE Aluminum Corporation products. All claims must be made in writing with proper documentation of date of purchase within the warranty period. Any implied warranty will not extend beyond the terms of the above warranty.
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